
 



 

Autotrading Industry Report 

Autotrading, also known as signal trading, copy trading, or social trading involves 

investors following other traders or strategies within a platform network. The platforms 

are composed of ‘trade leaders’ and copiers.  After copiers choose to follow a trade 

leader, the autotrading network provides infrastructure for trades executed by trade 

leaders to be ‘copied’ and executed as well on a copiers account.  The overall effect of 

autotrading is that it provides investors the ability to have their accounts automatically 

mimic the trading activity of trade leaders. 

Autotrading differs from pooled fund operators.  Most commonly in the form of a mutual 

fund or ETF, a pooled fund gathers assets from multiple parties and issues them shares 

in the pool.  Combined funds are then managed using either an active or passive 

approach.  With this form, although investors are issued shares whose value matches 

the performance of the management of the overall fund, all funds are held within one 

account.  With autotrading, individual accounts are segregated, but trades are executed 

on their behalf.  This is done by creating infrastructure that connects retail trader 

accounts to the autotrading platform.  After electing to copy a trade leader, the 

autotrading platform will open and close trades for the copier within their own account.   

The main regulatory difference between autotrading platforms and pooled fund operators 

is the handling of client funds.  Mutual fund managers receive investment directly from 

their clients, and actively handle the cash.  With autotrading, the platform simply creates 

infrastructure to allow orders to be initiated on the copier’s behalf. However, the 

autotrading platform never receives or handles customer funds.  In terms of regulation, 

handling customer funds requires stricter licenses and audits of segregated client funds 

to reported to financial regulators.  

Forms of Autotrading 

The base of all autotrading platforms is that they provide retail investors the ability to 

follow and copy trade leaders.  Platforms also provide the ability for copiers to establish 

what percentage of their account or what size trades should be automatically executed. 

Signal trading – Signal trading involves signal providers that disseminate their trade 

ideas to investors in the form of buy/sell signals.  Signals providers are compensated by 

charging a monthly subscription fee, or charging users a commission per trade.  The 

Zulutrade network is a popular form of the commission model, while the signal service 

for MetaTrader 4/5 is based on a subscription model.  Signal trading networks provide 

analytic information of signal providers such as trade performance, average trade size, 

types of securities trades, and beta. 

Social trading – Social trading adds a ‘social’ element to autotrading. Similar to social 

networks like Facebook, users can post comments and send messages to about other 

users.  In addition they can post public opinions about trade ideas.  Social trading also 

allows investors the ability to both follow and copy.  When following, they are alerted 



 

about trades and public messages of followed users.  However, no trades are being 

copied into their account.  When copying a user, this then leads to trades being 

executed on their behalf, based on the actions of the trade leader.  eToro’s OpenBook 

platform is an example of social trading.  Based on the social trading network, trade 

leaders are compensated based on the amount of funds copying them. 

Performance based – A hybrid approach are autotrading networks that use a 

performance based approach for compensating trade leaders.  In these platforms, 

copiers are charged a performance fee based on positive results from the trade leader.  

If the trade leaders fail to produce positive results, they aren’t compensated for their 

efforts.   

Volume based – Volume based networks provide autotrading services for brokers and 

are compensated by receiving dollars per million traded commission.  The broker 

connects their trading servers with the autotrading network to provide autotrading to their 

clients.  The advantage for end-user clients is that there are no addition spreads or 

commissions to copy trade.  Tradency, and its Mirror Trader platform were the largest 

operator of such a model.  However, Tradency recently changed its revenue model from 

volume to fixed revenue business.  Brokers now pay Tradency a fixed fee per user 

client.   

Broker Specific vs Cross Broker 

An important element of every autotrading network is whether it is broker specific or 

cross broker.  With a broker specific platform, users only copy and share trades within 

the broker network. Similar to social networks which need a large base of users to attract 

return visits, broker specific social trading networks require a wide array of traders to be 

relevant.  Investors will only be interested in the network if there are plenty of copy 

choices and users to learn from. Single broker networks have a harder time succeeding.  

OANDA recently closed its social trading initiative, fxUnity.  The largest operator of a 

single broker network is eToro. However their success was due to them completely 

pivoting from operating a traditional broker model and becoming singularly a social 

trading broker.  Another success is FX Copy which unites the users of Enfinium owned 

brands, Enfinium FX, and Vantage FX together, and has leveraged the network to 

connect to other brokers. 

Cross broker platforms aggregate members across multiple brokers.  With these 

platforms, a broker can leverage the diversity of a multi-broker channel regardless of the 

size of their client base.  The downside of cross-broker platforms is that they expose 

broker clients to traders from other firms. 

Major Markets 

The entire industry has experienced rapid growth with the introduction of Tradency’s 

Mirror Trader over the past two years.  As adoption grows in the largest retail forex 

market in the world, Japanese clients should compose more than 50% of all copy 



 

traders.  The market has grown from low single digits to 35% of clients since the end of 

2010.  Looking ahead, the Japanese market could increase by 3-5X as more brokers 

sign up to offer the Mirror Trader platform.   

In other parts of the world, Europe, which composes around 25% of autotrading account 

assets, but only 15% of clients is expected to see its market share of customers drop to 

single digits.  Among key firms, only eToro has a substantial European business, with 

broker focusing on achieving growth in other markets in the future. 

Elsewhere, Russia is one of the biggest overall markets, thanks in part to the success of 

ZuluTrade in the country. However, with high existing penetration, future growth is 

expected to underperform Japan and Asia. 

Among wildcards, China has become a hotbed for forex related money management 

services.  While growth is expected to be strong, government monetary restrictions and 

a closed economy limit the country’s potential.  Another country is the US.  With a 

declining forex user base, in all likelihood autotrading market share will contract. One of 

the restricting forces in the US is the lack of CFDs.  However, it is our opinion that a 

autotrading product that was tweaked for equity traders and long term investing could 

perform well.  Overall though, the US is an uphill battle for any broker or autotrading 

provider.   
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Regulation 

As providers of technology, autotrading platforms simply facilitate the execution of trades 

on behalf of participating brokers and their clients.  Due to this model, they don’t fall 

under the category of a financial institution. However, it doesn’t mean that autotrading 

doesn’t fall within the jurisdiction of financial regulation.   

The status of autotrading has come under focus recently, as ESMA published a circular 

where they addressed the model. According to their opinion, autotrading is a form of 

money management, which would require signal providers and trade leaders to be 

regulated as asset managers.  The ESMA opinion isn’t a law, but simply their analysis 

which is offered to EU regulators when they create their legal framework.   

In anticipation of possible new rules governing autotrading, several firms have begun to 

preempt regulation and become regulated.  An example is Polish broker XTB, which 

added a money management license from CySec, with autotrading customers agreeing 

to become clients of the Cypriot entity. In regards to autotrading platforms, it is theorized 

that regulators may impose technology standards to ensure trades are executed 

uniformly.   

In the US, firms need to register with the NFA at the very least as an IB depending on 

their structure, while also likely needing to be registered as a Forex Firm.  In Japan, 

brokers and autotrading technology providers require an advisory license as well as 

minimum capital requirements of at least $50K. There are also expectations among 

Australian brokers that ASIC will format some sort of autotrading framework.   

 

Global Statistics 

Users: 235,000  

Customer funds: $240M 

Total number of users (last five years): 600,000 

Asset Growth (last five years): 25% 

Estimated five year growth forecast: 30% but based on region   

Largest markets (clients): Japan (35%), Europe (15%), Russia (15%), ROW (35%) 

Largest markets (assets): Japan (30%), Europe (25%), Russia (15%), ROW (30%) 

Attrition: On average, client lifetime is 6-8 months. Depends on platform type, risk of 

trade leaders, and retention practices of partnering brokers.   

 



 

 

Key Players 

ZuluTrade – Founded in 2006, ZuluTrade has evolved from offering a multi-broker 

signal trading platform to also integrating social elements in the network.  Uses volume 

based commission model.  Also operates AAAFX brokerage that offers ZuluTrade users 

lower commissions when using the product. 

Users: 75,000 (50/50 active vs barely active) 

Customer funds: $75M 

Total number of users (last five years): 200,000 

Asset Growth (last five years): 20% 

Estimated five year growth forecast: 25% 

Overall Volume: $600B (based on company data), estimated at $20-30B/month 

Largest markets: Russia, China, US  

Key markets for future: China, South East Asia, Latin America 

Marketing budget: @$25K/M 

Attrition: Client lifetime of 8-10 months 

Regulations: NFA licenses IB and Forex Firm.  AAAFX Subsidiary is regulated in Greece 

Unique selling point: Simple platform to follow and copy other traders.  As the oldest 

company, has a long list of strategies and users for copiers to choose from.  Operates 

an IB partner with affiliated brokers 

 

 

eToro – Evolved from a traditional broker to focusing on social trading in 2010 with the 

launch of its OpenBook platform.   

Users: 45,000 funded accounts 

Customer funds: $40M 

Total number of users (last five years): 150,000 

Asset Growth (last five years): 20% 

Estimated five year growth forecast: 10% 

Volume: between $25-40B/month 



 

Largest markets: Strong hold in Europe - across Western, Central and Eastern Europe, 

composing slightly less than 50% of their total accounts. Asia is only 8%. 

Key markets for future: US and Asia.  They are seeking partnerships to open co-owned 

rep offices in Asia. 

Attrition: Client lifetime of 5-7 months 

Marketing budget: $250K/M (additional budgets spent by eToro affiliates) 
 
Regulations: UK FCA and CySec (focusing on FCA for the future, are migrating their 
dealing and finance divisions to the UK). Firm has told Forex Magnates that they are 
working with regulators to ensure that their license covers all aspects of their business, 
brokering, handling customer funds, and their OpenBook social trading technology.   
 
Unique selling point: Created to be completely social and engaging.  Customers are 

meant to feel that they are learning how to trade. Like ZuluTrade has massive network of 

copiers and trade leaders.   

 

Tradency – Operates the cross-broker Mirror Trader platform.  Platform offers users the 

ability to analyze and copy strategies.  Platform is autotrading based, without social 

features.  Recently switched to a fixed revenue model.     

Users: 90,000 

Customer funds: $100M 

Total number of users (last five years): 150,000 

Asset Growth (last five years): 25% (estimated 50% growth in last two years with 

Japanese uptake) 

Estimated five year growth forecast: 40%  

Volume: between $35-45B/month 

Largest markets: Japan (composes over 50% of their business) 

Key markets for future: Japan, Russia, and Global through further expansion of FXCM 

partnership 

Attrition: Client lifetime of 8-10 months 

Marketing budget: Minimal online presence. Marketing focused on trade shows and 

conventions.  Specifically in Japan, Tradency is aggressive in presenting its Mirror 

Trader to exchange members and brokers.  However, broker clients heavily market 

Mirror Trader to their clients with estimates of $330K to $400K/M in advertising costs.  

Expected to rise as more brokers become Tradency partners.   



 

Regulations: None (Was NFA registered, but withdrew in 2009) 

Unique Selling Point: Tradency filters strategy providers.  Is marketed more similarly to 

investing in mutual funds, with copiers choosing a portfolio of strategies. Operated as 

standalone platform for brokers to market along with their discretionary platform 

offerings.  

 

 

Myfxbook - Launched Autotrade with connection to FXCM UK in early 2013. Has large 

base of users of its forex trading tools and services.  Autotrade is still in infancy 

Users: < 100 

Customer funds: $300K 

Total number of users (last five years): 100 

Asset Growth (last five years): N/A 

Estimated five year growth forecast: 50% (based on converting existing users of 

company services) 

Volume: $0.2B/month 

Largest markets: not relevant with small client base 

Key markets for future: Global 

Regulations: None  

Unique selling point: Integrated with the rest of myfxbook 

 

Currensee - Launched in 2010, Currenss operates a performance based autotrading 

network.  Product is marketed as a means of providing ‘hedge fund’ like asset managers 

to retail investors 

Users: 1800 

Customer funds: $50M+ (based on company estimate of $30K average size account) 

Total number of users (since launch): 2500 

Asset Growth (last five years): N/A 

Estimated five year growth forecast: 20%  

Volume: $2B/Month 



 

Largest markets: US and Europe 

Key markets for future: China and US (launched hedge fund based on using trade leader 

strategies to market to HNWI) 

Regulations: NFA (as Introducing Broker), FCA  

Unique selling point: Small, pre-screened group of trade leaders which represents 

exclusivity of the managers 

 

FxStat – Cross broker auto trading platform that was launched in 2010.  Provides 

Autotrading without social features.   

Users: 500 

Customer funds: $500K 

Total number of users (since launch): 2500 

Asset Growth (since launch): 50% 

Estimated five year growth forecast: 10% 

Volume: $0.5B/month 

Largest markets: Russia, Middle East and South East Asia 

Key markets for future: Russia, Middle East and Africa 

Regulations: None  

Unique selling point: Robust risk management features for copiers such as ability to 

enter rules per individual currency.  Also provides unique feature to execute the opposite 

trade of the trade leader. 

 

Tradeo - Probably the most ‘social’ trading platform other than eToro’s OpenBook.  Is 

cross broker.  Launched in 2012. Company investors are also operators of IB 

businesses with managed accounts being traded on the platform 

Users: 350 

Customer funds: $500K 

Total number of users (since launch): 2000 

Asset Growth (last five years): N/A 



 

Estimated five year growth forecast: 20% 

Volume: between $0.75B/Month 

Largest markets: France 

Key markets for future: France, Asia, Russia 

Regulations: None  

Unique selling point: True cross broker social platform.  But suffers from a high rate of 

attrition due to only having a small base of active users. 

 

Other 

FX Junction - Social trading platform that can be white labeled by brokers to offer their 

own social network.  Largest client is Enfinium group which owns Australian Enfinium, 

and Vantage FX brands and provides autotrading under the FX Copy name. FX Copy 

also provides connections to other brands.  Alpari recently became a client as well 

Leverate - Created Sirix social trader as part of its proprietary platform.   Advantage for 

brokers is that it provides them a social trading product to offer clients without having to 

incur additional charges.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

MetaTrader 

The 800 pound gorilla in the industry, MetaQuotes and its MetaTrader 4/5 platform can’t 

be ignored when discussing autotrading.  In regards to MetaTrader, there three products 

that overlap with the autotrading industry, EAs, PAMM/MAMMs, and Trading Signals. 

Total accounts using these products are estimated at 1.25 million. 

Expert Advisor (EA) – EAs where created within the MT4 platform to provide access for 

retail traders to automate their trading. While EAs aren’t a autotrading product in the 

conventional sense, their popularity has proven strong demand for retail oriented auto 

trading services.  EAs are programmed using the MQL computer language, and can be 

customized to meet both basic and sophisticated trading strategy parameters.   A unique 

feature that has led to the popularity of EAs among retail forex traders is the ability for 

developers to distribute ‘locked’ strategies to other users.  With locked programs, users 

can implement the strategy, but are unable to view or alter the code.  This feature 

created the ability for developers to sell their strategies to retail traders without fear of 

the code being copied.  The distribution of EAs is and remains a massive business with 

major brokers such as FXCM and Alpari dedicating marketplaces to selling them.  In 

regards to autotrading, EAs can be viewed as the first form of retail based autotrading 

with ‘successful’ traders selling their strategies to other traders. 

PAMM + MAMM – PAMMs and MAMMs are plugins that provide money management 

solutions for the MetaTrader environment.  With PAMMs, investors choose and link their 

account to copy managers.  With MAMMs, the control and apportioning of trades is 

operated on the money manager side.  Such types of accounts are popular among the 

Australian MT4 brokers that have strong penetration in China and South East Asia 

where managers are trading with EAs.  In addition, Alpari has stated that ¼ of its 

accounts are linked with PAMMs.  As PAMMs/MAMMs are server side plugins, latency is 

less of an issue. In terms of numbers, it is estimated that around 300,000 accounts are 

PAMM/MAMM managed. 

Signal Trading – In 2012, MetaQuotes added Signal Trading to its MT4/5 platforms.  

The signal trading feature allows members of its MQL5.com trading forum to share and 

sell their trading signals which can be copied by fellow MetaTrader users.  MetaQuotes 

is the operator of the MT Trading Signal marketplace, it collects a percentage of each 

sold product.  Therefore, it is in the company’s best interest to have more MetaTrader 

users purchase signals, and MetaQuotes has added ‘social’ features in its MQL5 forum 

to create a multi-broker autotrading environment.  In addition, by default, client side 

platforms come enabled with the Trading Signal tab viewable.  While presently brokers 

can hide the tab, it is expected that in the future MetaQuotes will create a platform 

update that enables the tab on all client side platforms.  In terms of competition, since 

the launch of Trading Signals, MetaQuotes has become offensive in restricting access to 

third-party signal providers and warned brokers about working with Tradency, 

ZuluTrade, Tradeo and myfxbook.   


